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The face of the country, in the spot to
which I had thus opened myself a passage,
was rude and uncultivated. It was
overgrown with brushwood and furze ;the
soil was for the most part of a loose sand;
and the surface extremely irregular. I
climbed a small eminence, and could
perceive, not very remote in the distance, a
few cottages thinly scattered. This prospect
did not altogether please me; 1conceived
that my safety would, for the present, be
extremely assisted, by keeping myself from
the view of any human being. I therefore
came down again into the valley, nd upon
la careful examination perceived that it
13as Interspersed with cavities, some
deeper than otbei!s, but all of them so
shallow as neither to be capable of hiding a
maj Qnor of exciting suspicion mplaces of
possible conceal ment. JV leajjwhil the day
had but jurt bctgun lo d%w.(Typographical
errors above are due to OCR software and
dont occur in the book.)About the
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